
how

looks like

not visible part of mural work 
for others, but very important 
for a client & the artist

*flowers talk edition

Mural project
process

Meeting
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each other*

*online/in person

Hello!  

Hi! 

Introduction
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talk*

*online/in person

to discuss mural wishes, 
the place where it will be.

What could be discussed on a talk:


 Dimensions of the wall/surface(s) (+ photos if 

you have them
 Location (interior/exterior? Site location?
 Deadline/Timeline if you have them
 Is there any prep wall/surface work is 

needed
 Any inspiration images 

 mood board* 
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(composition, color palette, 
additional elements in the 
mural, etc.) 

Preparing the

with 
references 

*tools where we may work together 
on a mood board: 

1-2 business daysTimeframe
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concept*
visual t

h
e

approve

&
*Concept WILL INCLUDE MURAL SIZE, COMPOSITION & 
elements, mural style, any references.

Discussing

th
emood

board
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h
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*There is a fixed project costs, not hourly-based

Preparing

OFFER*
OFFER will include estimates 
& project timelines based 
on approved vision

1 business dayTimeframe

Mural costs may start from $350 and we also 
may work within your budget 

Key Mural Pricing Variables :


 Mural Size & timeline
 mural Complexit
 Design Fees (digital mockups, extra rounds of revision etc.
 Preparation and Execution (if the wall/surface needs to 

be prepped and primed prior to the mural being painted, 
scaffolding or lift equipment etc.)
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*After signing the agreement there is 30-50% (BASED ON 
PROject) non-refundable deposit. It covers any expenses 
on needed material and equipment

defining project

signing

start date

Agreement*

&
Mural Service
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DESIGN PHASE
Together we will narrow in on the design through 
2-3 rounds of iterations until it’s perfect!



If needed, the final digital design as well as photo 
mockups may be provided so you can see exactly 
what it will look like before the painting process (but 
it will increase the costs).



This phase can be skipped if you have  ready 
references of the painting, so no need to fully 
customize it in a digital variation.
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PRODUCTION
PHASE
Actual painting process on a wall/surface 

It’s possible to make minor changes on this stage 
(play a little with colors). 



Major changes (like changing composition, editing 
extra elements etc. ) will be as a change order that 
will be paid before an extra work execution.

Remaining 70% of costs is paid After completing the project 
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It’s done!  

oh wow!  

Celebrating  
together

your brand 
new mural 
art! 

Some design process is subject to change 
based on client’s needs, but celebrating is a 

constant thing!)


